Enclosure Pole User Manual
Manufactures note:



Before starting installation process please verify that you have the same amount of poles to match your legs, or that you have
two poles per leg.
Please have your trampoline leg measured in diameter to verify that it measures 1.5” to match the larger hole of the clamp.

WARNING: 2 adults in good physical condition are required for the following assembly. Wear proper shoes and maintain
balance to prevent a fall. Failure to follow all instructions and warnings exactly may result serious injury.

2. Making sure that the black plastic
of the lower pole faces down. Take
the clamp and clasp the trampoline
pole into the smaller hole of the 8Shaped Pole Clamp (serves as the
pole and leg connecter).

1. Place all parts to be used in
process of installation in front of
you.

3. Once the pole is securely inserted
into the clamp you can now clasp the
leg into the larger hole of the clamp.

4. Be aware that the mark on the lower pole needs to
align with the trampoline frame. If there is no line on the
pole then please have it attached 18” below the frame.
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6. Feed the screw through the screw
hole thus tightening the clamp to
securely connect it to your trampoline
leg.

5.The set comes with 2 clamps per pole. One
being attached 2” below frame, while the other
being attached 2” above the end of the lower
pole.

7. Now you can have the upper part of the pole inserted into the
lower part that is already attached to the leg.

8. If your trampoline net attaches with straps it is
advised to use the pole caps with a c-shape on it.
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9. If your trampoline uses a sleeve type net it is advisable
to use the round pole caps, which is installed before
putting on the net.

10.Place the pole cap onto the upper pole.

11.Repeat the steps above to have all your enclosure
poles connected securely to your trampoline legs.

Upper Bounce has to offer a large array of other trampoline parts, please feel free to contact us at: 1-845-810-0083 or email
us at: info@upperbounce.com
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